


A headstrong young woman 
sets out to dive a forbidden 
island off the coast of Thailand 
but a terrifying ordeal puts her 
survival skills to the test.

DIRECTOR
Jonathan Scarfe

LOCATION
Andaman Sea, Thailand

11.7401° N, 92.6586° E

WRITER
Suki Kaiser
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PLOT OUTLINE

(24) is a Blue Water Hunter. Born in 

Hawaii, she and her half-brother KAI 

(25), were raised on the ocean by 

their recently deceased father…

Still raw from the diving accident 

that claimed their father’s life 

(something Kai secretly blames 

himself for), Harley and Kai are 

invited to enter a spearfishing 

competition, honoring his memory.

When Harley wins the competition, 

risking her life for a prize Black 

Marlin, family tensions erupt in an 

argument outside the local bar 

and Kai wakes the next morning 

to discover Harley is missing.

Furious with her brother and eager to 

impress her new corporate sponsor, 

Harley joins Kiwi boat Captain BRUCE 

(45), and East London backpacker 

TOM (28), on a quest to dive and 

document the TIGER SEA - a forbidden 

archipelago, rumoured to have the 

most pristine coral reef on Earth.

HARLEY 
JONES



...as an adventure and a chance to 
increase her profile, becomes a fight for 
her life as Harley finds herself stranded 
on an uncharted island, stalked by 
a man-eating crocodile, pursued by 
hostile Tribesmen and facing the 
consequences of her reckless ego. 

While Harley tries to evade capture and 
survive the physical and emotional 
challenges of the deadly island, Kai 
discovers that the men Harley set sail 
with are not who they claimed to be.

Navigating a dangerous underworld of 
organized crime, drug smuggling and 
murder, Kai desperately searches for 
his sister but Harley will need ALL of her 
survival skills to stay alive long enough 
for help to find her … if help can reach 
her at all.
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Young, attractive, diverse leads 
afford the opportunity to cast 
stars with wide-reaching, global 
social media presence.

COMPARATIVE 
MARKETING

HARLEY 

Hailey Lu Richardson 1.3 million 

Maia Mitchell 5.9 million 

Elle Fanning 2.8 million

KAI 

Noah Centineo 17.2 million 

Ross Butler 6.9 million 

Sony credits Lively’s star power 
with helping the opening exceed 
predictions. She has 9.1 million 
Instagram followers, after all, and 
1.9 million Face-book fans. The film 
capitalized on her celebrity as she 
did the talk show circuit along 
with a Marie Claire cover and an 
E! Instagram takeover.

Themes of interconnectivity 
and environ-mental awareness  
throughout the film along with 
spectacular underwater photography 
would make for a brilliant awareness 
campaign about the plight our Oceans 
spearheaded by the films Leads…

“The Shallows” also took advantage 
of the Discovery Channel’s popular 
annual Shark Week programming, 
with promotion on the channel that 
included Lively introducing behind-
the-scenes footage.

Made on a modest production budget of 
$17 million, “The Shallows” has emerged 
as the little ocean thriller that could, 
earning an estimated $16.7 million upon 
opening and expected to keep chugging 
into next weekend. The thriller doubled 
expectations on its domestic debut, 
completely surprising onlookers.

“It seemingly came out of nowhere and 
chewed up the box office,” said Paul 
Dergarabedian, comScore senior analyst. 
“Some movies swim a bit under the 
radar,” he told TheWrap, attributing its 
big first weekend to a modest budget, 
big concept and great reviews.

The Shallows” shares some uncanny 
similarities with Steven Spielberg‘s 
surprise 1975 hit “Jaws” — not only 
thematically but also financially. Made 
for $7 million, the classic shark thriller 
made back its production budget — nearly 
to the exact dollar — upon opening, too. 
(Of course, it went on to become the 
highest-grossing movie of the year all 
those decades ago.)



COMPARATIVE 
PRODUCTIONS
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“The female audience, 
in nearly every market, 
is the most important 
cinema-going audience,”

Simon Hewlett , the London-based president 

of international marketing at Universal Pictures.

“The majority of females go to see either what you 
would consider a chick flick, horror movies, and 
mainstream movies with a more sensitive thread 
to them, and a smart plot,” says Marine Suttle, 
global product director of Webedia Movies Pro, which 
provides US studios with weekly audience data from 
the US, UK and France (Suttle is also a speaker at 
the CineEurope panel).

“For example, Fantastic Beasts And Where To Find 
Them had a majority female audience in France. 
If we take A Quiet Place, in the US, 55% of the 
audience was female.”

In 2016, more young people and diverse populations 
went to the movies. Audiences between the ages of 

18 and 24 attended an average of 6.5 movies over 
the course of the year – more than any other age 
group. Per capita attendance also increased among 
African American and Asian/Other audiences. 

Christopher J. Dodd, Chairman and Chief Executive 
Officer Motion Picture Association of America, Inc



Supporting leads are complex 
characters who’s motives are 
revealed in surprise twists. 

Escapist adventure in an 
exotic, tropical location.

WOMAN vs. NATURE 
exploring themes 

of family, race, 
guilt, forgiveness, 
interconnectivity.

High energy, unique set pieces,  survivalist 
stakes, relentless action, never before seen 

underwater spearfishing sequences, apex 
predators, clashing cultures, drug-runners, 

undercover cops, blue-world beautiful.

Lead characters are racially diverse, half-
siblings, a sister and brother, on an deeply 

emotional, conflict-ridden journey while 
being relentlessly pursued and challenged 

by life threatening events.

Edge of your seat, thrill-ride adventure, with 
a smart, flawed, female protagonist fighting 

to survive in impossible circumstances.

PITCH



CASTING
HARLEY (24) 

A true rebel-beauty; tattoos, rope bracelets, a deep tan from a life spent outdoors 

but the openness she had as a child, now shielded by a tougher edge…

RUNE (35) 

Slickly charming, street-hustler 

turned entrepreneur, with a 

violent past and a deadly secret.

TOM (20’s) 

English, wiry, clean-cut in his golf 

shirt, runs a coin through his 

fingers, practicing a slight of hand…

MIKE D (40’s) 

A buzz-cut, ex-pat. Tats, camo-pants, 

flip flops. Looks like a Biker but acts like 

a favorite uncle… until you’re in his way.

BRUCE (50’s) 

a salty-looking Kiwi, lost in the ways 

of old sailors and failed men, wraps 

his hand around the glass again…

KAI (25) 

Can dominate Pipeline in a heavy swell 

but even asleep -- his vibe is pure Aloha.



Our goal with TIGER SEA is to give our 
target audiences a visceral experience; 
the thrill of stepping into the unknown, 
a heart-stopping adrenaline rush of 
physical and mental challenges and 
the anxiety of surviving them when 
you have only yourself to rely on.

It’s a world we know 
in our bones. 

Married for 21 years, circumnavigated 
the Pacific Ocean in a relatively small 
sailboat with our two kids for four 
years… We know about teamwork, a 
thing or two about problem-solving, 
weathering a storm, finding the best 
solution and adventuring into 
the unknown.

Combining our profession as story-
tellers/entertainers with our personal 
and first hand account, to bring to 
life a world that feels authentic, 
introduces original, complex characters 
we route for and takes our audience on 
a breathtaking, fresh adventure.

Our lead character is a spear fisher, 
who plummets into the depths of 
the open ocean with nothing but 
her fins and a spear gun on a single 
breath hold, to stalk her prey in a 
world most people will never know… 
but surrounds us all.

We want an audience 
to hold their breath 
with Harley all the way.

Hear what it sounds like when a school 

of giant yellow tail tuna surround 

you, feel the wind on the open ocean, 

the rocks under foot as you’re being 

chased by a wild boar…

We asked ourselves, what would our 

teenagers see on a weekend?  What 

do world-wide audiences into the 

same kind of genre we are, want 

to see? And what would you watch 

again, years from now.…

Gravity, A Quiet Place, The Shallows, 

… Kickass action, smart-mouthed 

characters with a sense of humour,  

a splash of gore but not gratuitous 

violence, stand up in your seat 

shocks, twists and a strong, fierce 

FEMALE LEAD…

Make it cool, make it 
scary, make it fun and 
leave love in your wake.

HOLD YOUR 
BREATH…

When a major character is 
snatched unexpectedly into 

the jaws of a crocodile.

HOLD YOUR 
BREATH…

When Harley helps a tribal 

woman deliver her baby in 

the jungle and witnesses 

the fundamental con-

nection that bonds 

us all as Humans.



JONATHAN SCARFE DGC

Award winning Actor, Producer, Director 
and Writer with over 25 years professional 
experience starring in over 30 movies and 
more than 200 hours of episodic television.

Recently served as Co-Executive Producer 
and Directed 4 episodes of the upcoming 
Netflix original series ‘The I-Land’ (starring 
Kate Bosworth and Alex Pettyfer), 
spending 4 months on location in the 
Dominican Republic. 

Directed over a half dozen episodes of 
SyFy’s ‘Van Helsing’, the first of which 
was nominated for Best Director at the 
2018 Leo Awards. Wrote, Produced and Co-
Directed the multi-award winning short 
film “Speak” with his wife Suki Kaiser.

Nominated 6 times for the Canadian 
Emmy’s, twice winning for his work, 
he is the recent recipient of multiple 
British Columbia Film Awards (Leo’s) 
including Best Lead Actor on a 
television series for Van Helsing.

Jonathan has worked with such legendary 
talents as Denzel Washington, Paul 
Newman, Gene Hackman, Roy Scheider 
and George Clooney. In Television he 
has had the opportunity to work with 
Showrunners Steven Bochco, John 
Wells, Jon Wirth and most recently with 
renowned playwright Neil Labute.

In 2012 Jonathan Captained a two and 
a half year sailing voyage, entirely off 
the grid, with his wife and two children. 
The trip would ultimately encompass a 
circumnavigation of the North and South 
Pacific oceans and over 18,000 sea miles.

Lives in Canada and Los Angeles.

RESUME 
https://pro.imdb.com/name/nm0769157/

CONTACT 
Claire Best & Associates - claire@clairebest.net
MoreMedavoy Management - brian@moremedavoy.com



FEATURES IN DEVELOPMENT

Deeplfight - Mark Ordesky/Jane 
Flemming COURT 5 PRODUCTIONS.

Jelly - Todd Garner/BROKEN 
ROAD PRODUCTIONS.

Habit -  Donovon Leitch/Libby Mintz 

STORY EDITOR

Van Helsing - show runner NEIL LABUTE.

DIRECTOR/PRODUCER

Award winning short film, “Speak”.
       
ACTIVIST, SAILOR, BLOGGER

“The Wet Edge Adventure”, over 100,000  
followers in 36 countries.

SCREENWRITING AWARDS

INTERNATIONAL PAGE AWARDS 
– Gold Prize winner

NICHOLL AWARDS SEMI-FINALIST

UCLA PRODUCING PROGRAM 
– Grand Jury Prize.
 
CIRCUMNAVIGATED

Pacific Ocean, co-captain, 44 ft. 
sailboat - four years at sea with 
her husband and two children, 
exploring disappearing coral atolls 
and raising awareness about 
conservation and ecology.

Writer, director, producer, actress, mother, 
sailor, activist, blogger. She has starred 
in numerous films and television series; 
Virgin Suicides, Marine Life, Nash Bridges, 
Kingdom Hospital, Hope Island, Girlfriends 
Guide to Divorce and worked with directors 
such as Sophia Coppola, Mark Rydell, 
Anne Wheeler. Suki attended University 
of Colorado Boulder and Naropa Institute, 
studied with Allen Ginsberg, Roy London, 
Anne Magnusson and was mentored by 
photographer Cynthia McAdams. Teaching 
acting, she ran a successful school for 
renowned teacher Ivanna Chubbuck. After 
producing and directing the award winning 
short film, “Speak” with her husband, 
Suki co-captained their 44ft sailboat, 
circumnavigating the Pacific Ocean with 
their two young children to raise awareness 
for our Oceans.

SUKI KAISER WGC

SAILING BLOG
thewetedgeadventure.blogspot.ca

RESUME 
https://pro-labs.imdb.com/name/nm0435215/

CONTACT 
Claire Best & Associates - claire@clairebest.net
MoreMedavoy Management - brian@moremedavoy.com


